The future is present: The challenges we face when designing new technological futures for the elderly, who won’t be here when our design is done (Caroline Arvidsson & Dionisio Soares Paiva)
A Design Anthropology? The Very Idea...!
- A Search for Grounded Imaginings & Doings –
  (Liam Bannon)
When things are connected semantic confines become artificial. So who’s to decide what’s just stuff (Mareike Glöss)
Teaching ethnography at the 'Design Hub'...

... learning with students to see the invisible.

Juan Sanin
Working with what is known and what is yet to be designed, how embodied actions draw attention to change in the epistemics of a design situation (Rachael Luck)
Points to analyse in a DA project: temporality; relationship between the practice and theory; interpretation of reality; think about the field of research as a field of action.

Raquel Noronha

Me and Eloísa de Jesus, an artisan, in Itamatatiua, a quilomboish community in Maranhão, Brazil.